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RANKS OF ABELIAN VARIETIES AND THE FULL

MORDELL-LANG CONJECTURE IN DIMENSION ONE

ARNO FEHM AND SEBASTIAN PETERSEN

Abstract. Let A be a non-zero abelian variety over a field F that is not
algebraic over a finite field. We prove that the rational rank of the abelian
group A(F ) is infinite when F is large in the sense of Pop (also called
ample). The main ingredient is a deduction of the 1-dimensional case of
the relative Mordell-Lang conjecture from a result of Rössler.

1. Introduction

A considerable amount of work has been done to show that over certain fields,
for example over certain infinite algebraic extensions of global fields, all abelian
varieties have infinite rank. Here, the rank of an abelian variety A over a field
F is the rank of the Mordell-Weil group A(F ), i.e. dimQ(A(F ) ⊗ Q). See
[Ros73, FJ74, RW02, Lar03, Im06, GJ06, Pet06, IL08, IL13] to mention a few
examples.
In all cases known to us where one actually succeeded in proving that over a

field every abelian variety has infinite rank, these fields turn out to be ample or
are conjectured to be ample, where a field F is called ample (or large following
[Pop96]) if every smooth F -curve C satisfies C(F ) = ∅ or |C(F )| = ∞. For
example, every separably closed, real closed, or Henselian valued field is ample.
See [Pop96, Jar03, Pop10, FP11] for many more examples of ample fields, and
[BSF12, Pop14] for surveys on the importance and ubiquity of ample fields in
contemporary Galois theory and other areas.
In this work, we prove (see Section 5) our conjecture from [FP10]:

Theorem 1.1. Let F be an ample field that is not algebraic over a finite field
and let A/F be a non-zero abelian variety. Then the rank of A(F ) is infinite.

In [FP10] we proved several special cases of Theorem 1.1. In particular,
we prove the case when F has characteristic zero. In this work, we complete
the case of positive characteristic. In the proof of Theorem 1.1, we use and
strengthen results of Ghioca and Moosa [GM06] on the Mordell-Lang conjec-
ture in positive characteristic: The 1-dimensional case of the Mordell-Lang
conjecture is reduced to a special case, which is then solved by recent work of
Rössler [Rös19]. What we get (see Section 4) is the following:

Theorem 1.2. Let K be an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic
p, A/K an abelian variety, C a closed subcurve of A, and Λ ⊆ A(K) a subgroup
of finite rank. If Λ∩C(K) is infinite, then C is elliptic or birational to a curve
defined over the algebraic closure of Fp.
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2 ARNO FEHM AND SEBASTIAN PETERSEN

Theorem 1.1 reproves and generalizes several previous infinite rank results.
In Section 6 we give a few concrete applications of Theorem 1.1.

Notation

Let K be a field. We denote by K̃ the algebraic closure of K, by Ksep the
maximal separable, and by Kins the maximal purely inseparable extension of
K in K̃. If V is aK-scheme and F/K is a field extension, then VF := V ×Spec(K)

Spec(F ). If V and W are K-schemes and f : V → W is a K-morphism, then
fF : VF → WF stands for the base extension of f . Throughout this paper, a
K-variety is a separated algebraic K-scheme which is geometrically integral,
and a K-curve is a K-variety of dimension 1. The absolute genus of a K-curve
C is the genus g(C ′) of a smooth projective model C ′ of CK̃ . We denote by JC′

the Jacobian variety of C ′. Subvarieties are always understood to be closed in
the ambient variety. If f : V →W is a morphism and X ⊆W , then we define
f−1(X) := (V ×W X)red, the reduced induced scheme structure on the fiber
product. If f : G → H is a homomorphism of group schemes over K, then
ker(f) := G×H,e Spec(K) is the scheme theoretic fibre of the unit section e.

2. Isotrivial and special curves

In this section we prove some preliminary results about isotrivial curves and
special curves in the sense of Hrushovski, cf. [Hru96]. The main conclusion
here, probably known to experts, is that a subcurve of an abelian variety is
special if and only if it is elliptic or isotrivial.
Throughout this section, let K/K0 be an extension of algebraically closed

fields.
A K-variety V is K/K0-isotrivial (or simply isotrivial) if there exists a

K0-variety V0 and a K-birational map V 99K V0,K . Note that if V is a smooth
projective curve, then V is K/K0-isotrivial if and only if there exists a K0-
variety V0 and a K-isomorphism V → V0,K , i.e. V descends to K0. If F is
a subfield of K, then we say that an F -variety V is K/K0-isotrivial if VK is
K/K0-isotrivial.
The following lemma also appears as [BBP14, Fact 2.15, Remark 2.17], but

we include a full proof for the convenience of the reader:

Lemma 2.1. Let A/K be an abelian variety. Assume that there exists an
abelian variety B0/K0 and an isogeny ϕ : B0,K → A. If dim(A) = 1 or if ϕ is
separable, then there exists an abelian variety A0/K0 with A0,K

∼= A.

Proof. The kernel N := ker(ϕ) is a finite subgroup scheme ofB0,K . If dim(A) =
1, then dim(B0) = 1 and thus there exists a finite subgroup scheme N0/K0 of
B0 such that N = N0,K , see [Con06, Theorem 2.3]. If ϕ is separable, then N/K
is a finite étale subgroup scheme of B0,K and thus there exists a finite subgroup
scheme N0/K0 of B0 such that N = N0,K , see [Con06, Lemma 3.11]. In both
cases it follows that A0 := B0/N0 is an abelian variety over K0 (see [Con06,
3.7] for the existence of the quotient) and A0,K = B0,K/N0,K = B0,K/N ∼= A,
as desired. �
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Lemma 2.2. Let A/K be an abelian variety. Assume that there exist an
abelian variety B0/K0 and a surjective homomorphism B0,K → A. Then there
exists an abelian variety A0/K0 and a purely inseparable isogeny A→ A0,K.

Proof. By the Poincare reducibility theorem [Mil86, 12.1] there exists an abelian
subvariety B′ of B0,K such that A is K-isogenous to B′. By [Con06, 3.21] there
exits an abelian subvariety B′

0 of B0 such that B′ ∼= B′
0,K . After replacing B0

by B′
0 we can assume that there exists an isogeny ϕ : B0,K → A. We put

B := B0,K .
There exists n ∈ N such that ker(ϕ) is a subgroup scheme of ker([n]B).

We define N0 := ker([n]B0
) and N := N0,K . The projection p : B → B/N

induces an isogeny f : A → B/N such that f ◦ ϕ = p (see [Con06, 3.8]). We
denote by ker(f)◦ the connected component of the unit element of ker(f) and
by fi : A→ A′ := A/ ker(f)◦ the canonical projection. Then f factors through
A′, i.e. there exists an isogeny fs : A

′ → B/N such that fs◦fi = f (see [Con06,
3.7]). We now have constructed isogenies

B
ϕ

−→ A
fi

−→ A′ fs
−→ B/N

such that fs ◦ fi ◦ϕ = p. The restriction fi ◦ϕ|N
◦ → ker(fs) is trivial because

N◦ is connected and ker(fs) ∼= ker(f)/ ker(f)◦ is étale (see [Con06, 3.10]).
It follows that ker(fi ◦ ϕ) ⊃ N◦ and thus fi ◦ ϕ factors through an isogeny
g : B/N◦ → A′ by [Con06, 3.7]. The kernel of g is a closed subgroup scheme of
the finite étale group scheme N/N◦, hence ker(g) is étale and g : B/N◦ → A′

is a separable isogeny. But B/N◦ = (B0/(N0)
◦)K and thus Lemma 2.1 implies

that there exists an abelian variety A0/K0 such that A′ ∼= A0,K . �

Lemma 2.3. Let ϕ : D 99K C be a dominant rational map of K-curves. If D
is K/K0-isotrivial, then C is K/K0-isotrivial.

Proof. Since K and K0 are algebraically closed it suffices to consider the case
that K/K0 is transcendental. Without loss of generality we can assume that C
and D are smooth projective and that ϕ : D → C is a non-constant morphism.
Let D0 be a smooth projective K0-curve with an isomorphism ψ : D0,K → D.
If g(C) = 0, then C is isomorphic to P1

K , hence C is K/K0-isotrivial.
If g(C) = 1, then C is an elliptic curve. By Albanese functoriality there is a

surjective homomorphism of abelian varieties (JD0
)K ∼= JD → C, and therefore

Lemma 2.2 implies that there exists an elliptic curve C0/K0 such that C is
K-isogenous to C0,K . Lemma 2.1 then shows that C is K/K0-isotrivial.
We may thus assume that g(C) ≥ 2. Let K0 ⊆ F ⊆ K be an intermediate

field such that F/K0 is finitely generated and transcendental, and C, D, ϕ
and ψ descend to F , i.e. there exist smooth projective F -curves C1 and D1

with C1,K = C and D1,K = D, a morphism ϕ1 : D1 → C1 such that ϕ1,K

corresponds to ϕ, and an isomorphism D0,F
∼= D1. Since K0 is algebraically

closed, |D1(F )| = |D0(F )| ≥ |D0(K0)| = ∞. Since ϕ1 : D1(F ) → C1(F ) has
finite fibres, this implies that |C1(F )| = ∞. Thus, since C1 is of genus at least
2, the Grauert-Manin theorem (see [Sam66] or [FJ08, Prop. 11.7.1.]) implies
that C1 is F̃ /K0-isotrivial, and hence C is K/K0-isotrivial. �
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Lemma 2.4. Let K1 be an algebraically closed intermediate field of K/K0.
Let C be a K1-curve. If C is K/K0-isotrivial, then C is K1/K0-isotrivial.

Proof. We can assume that C is smooth and projective. As C is K/K0-
isotrivial, there exists a K0-curve C0 and a K-isomorphism CK → C0,K .
Therefore there exists a finitely generated extension F/K1 inside K and an
F -isomorphism f : CF → C0,F . Choose a K1-variety S with function field
F . By [GD66, 8.8.2, 8.10.5] there exists a non-empty open subscheme S ′ of S
such that f extends to an S-isomorphism C ×K1

S ′ → C0,K1
×K1

S ′. As K1

is algebraically closed there exists s ∈ S ′(K1), and specializing at s gives a
K1-isomorphism C → C0,K1

. Hence C is K1/K0-isotrivial. �

Let A/K be an abelian variety. A subvariety X ⊆ A is K/K0-special if
there exist

• an abelian subvariety A′ of A,
• an abelian variety B0/K0,
• a K0-subvariety X0 ⊆ B0,
• a surjective K-homomorphism h : A′ → B0,K ,
• and an element g ∈ A(K)

such that X = g + h−1(X0,K). We write tg for the translation by g on A.
The situation is as follows:

A ✛ ⊃ A′ h ✲ B0,K

X
∪

✻

✛ tg
h−1(X0,K)

∪

✻

h ✲ X0,K

∪

✻

Proposition 2.5. Let A/K be an abelian variety and C ⊆ A a K-subcurve.
Then the following statements are equivalent.

(1) C is a K/K0-special subvariety of A.
(2) C is of absolute genus 1 or K/K0-isotrivial.

Proof. Proof of (1) ⇒ (2).
If C is special, then there exist an abelian subvariety A′ ⊆ A, an abelian va-

riety B0/K0, aK0-subvariety C0 ⊆ B0, a surjective K-homomorphism h : A′ →
B0,K , and an element g ∈ A(K) such that C = g + h−1(C0,K). Without loss
of generality assume that 0B0

∈ C0, 0A ∈ C, and g = 0A. Then C ⊆ A′, so
assume without loss of generality that A = A′.
If dim(C0) = 0, then C = ker(h) is an elliptic curve, hence of absolute genus

1.
If dim(C0) ≥ 1, then dim(C0) = dim(C) = 1, so h has finite fibers over

C0,K , and hence all fibers of h are finite. Consequently, h is an isogeny. Let

ĥ : B0,K → A be an isogeny with h ◦ ĥ = [n]B0,K
for some n ∈ N, and let C ′

0

be an irreducible component of [n]−1
B0
(C0) such that [n]B0

(C ′
0) = C0. Now we

have a non-constant morphism

C ′

0,K
ĥ

−→ C = h−1(C0,K)
h

−→ C0,K

and Lemma 2.3 implies that C is K/K0-isotrivial.
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Proof of (2) ⇒ (1).
If C is of absolute genus 1, then the normalization λ : C̄ → C of C is an

elliptic curve. By [Mil86, Cor. 2.2] there exists g ∈ A(K) and a homomorphism
λ′ : C̄ → A of abelian varieties such that λ = tg◦λ

′. It follows that A′ := im(λ′)
is an abelian subvariety of A and C = g+A′. If B0 is the zero abelian variety
over K0 and h : A′ → B0,K the zero homomorphism, then A′ = h−1(0B0,K

) and
thus C = g + h−1(0B0,K

) is special.
From now on assume that C is isotrivial. We have to prove that C is

special. There exists a smooth projective K0-curve C0 and a finite birational
morphism f : C0,K → C. Let P0 ∈ C0(K0) be a point and let α0 : C0 → JC0

be
the corresponding Albanese map (sending P0 to 0). It is a closed immersion
because the genus of C0 must be at least 1 by [Mil86, 3.8]. By applying a
translation on A we can assume without loss of generality that f(P0) = 0A. By
Albanese functoriality, the morphism f induces a homomorphism f ′ : JC0,K →
A with f ′ ◦ α0,K = f . Thus C lies on the abelian subvariety A′ := f ′(JC0,K),
and C = f ′(α0,K(C0,K)). Lemma 2.2 gives an abelian variety B0/K0 and a
purely inseparable isogeny h : A′ → B0,K . Now consider the morphisms

C0,K

α0,K

−→ JC0,K
f ′

−→ A′ h
−→ B0,K

By [Mil86, 20.4(b)] the homomorphism h ◦ f ′ is defined over K0, that is, there
exists a homomorphism β0 : JC0

→ B0 such that h ◦ f ′ = β0,K . Now C ′
0 :=

β0(α0(C0)) is a subvariety of B0 such that C ′
0,K = h(f ′(α0,K(C0,K))). As h

is a purely inseparable isogeny, the topological space underlying each fibre is
a singleton. Hence h : A′ → B0,K is a homeomorphism on the underlying
topological spaces of A′ and B0,K . It follows that

h−1(C ′

0,K) = (C ′

0,K ×B0,K
A′)red = f ′(α0,K(C0,K)) = C.

Thus C is special. �

3. Rössler’s theorem on inseparable points on curves

In this section we recall and slightly generalize a recent result of Rössler about
inseparable points on curves, which strengthens the aforementioned Grauert-
Manin theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let F/F0 be a finitely generated extension of fields of positive
characteristic, and let C be an F -curve of absolute genus g ≥ 2. If C(Fins) is

infinite, then C is F̃ /F̃0-isotrivial.

In the following proof we deduce Theorem 3.1 from Rössler’s [Rös19, Thm.
1.1], where this theorem is proven in the special case where F0 is algebraically
closed, trdeg(F/F0) = 1 and C is smooth and projective.

Proof. There exists a regular projective curve over Fins that is birational to
CFins

. This curve is automatically geometrically regular because Fins is perfect
(cf. [GD65, 6.7.7]), hence smooth over Fins by [GD67, 17.5.2]. It follows that
there exists a finite extension E/F inside Fins and a smooth projective E-curve
C̄ that is birational to CE. Thus C̄(Eins) is infinite and it suffice to prove that
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C̄ is F̃ /F̃0-isotrivial. We can thus assume for the rest of the proof that C is
smooth and projective.
Let F be the set of all algebraically closed intermediate fields F ′ of F̃ /F̃0

with trdeg(F̃ /F ′) = 1. Then F̃0 =
⋂

F ′∈F
F ′: Indeed, every x ∈ F̃ r F̃0 is an

element of a transcendence base (x, x2, · · · , xn) of F̃ /F̃0 and x is not contained
in the algebraic closure F ′ of F0(x2, · · · , xn).
For every F ′ ∈ F , C((F ′F )ins) ⊇ C(Fins) is infinite, so [Rös19, Thm. 1.1]

gives that that C is F̃ /F ′-isotrivial. Therefore, C is in fact F̃ /
⋂

F ′∈F
F ′-

isotrivial: This can be seen by looking at the point c ∈ Mg(F̃ ) corresponding
to C on the coarse moduli space Mg for smooth proper curves of genus g, see
[MFK92, 5.6, 7.14], or explicitly by [Koi72, Corollary 3.2.2]. �

Remark 3.2. We note that this theorem could also be deduced from the older
[Kim97] instead of [Rös19]: Let F be a function field of one variable over a
field F0 of positive characteristic p. Consider an affine plane curve

C = Spec(F [X, Y ]/(f(X, Y )))

where f(X, Y ) ∈ F [X, Y ] is absolutely irreducible. We denote by f (n)(X, Y )
the polynomial obtained from f(X, Y ) by raising the coefficients of f(X, Y ) to
the pn-th power and by

C(n) := Spec(F [X, Y ]/(f (n)(X, Y )))

the corresponding curve. For n ≥ 1 there is the Frobenius injection

Fr: C(n−1)(F ) → C(n)(F ), (x, y) 7→ (xp, yp)

and we define

C(n)(F )new := C(n)(F )rFr(C(n−1)(F )).

Finally, C(0)(F )new := C(F ). Note that the Frobenius gives a bijection between

C(n)(F ) and C(F p−n

), and hence between C(n)(F )new and C(F p−n

)rC(F p−n+1

).
Then [Kim97, Theorem 1] claims that if the absolute genus of C is at least 2

and C(n)(F )new 6= ∅ for infinitely many n, then C is F̃ /F̃p-isotrivial.
This, however, is incorrect, as the following example shows: Let F0 be any

non-perfect transcendental ample field (e.g. F0 = Fp(t)sep), F any function
field of one variable over F0 (e.g. F = F0(X)), and C any F0-curve of absolute

genus at least 2 which is not F̃0/F̃p-isotrivial and has a smooth F0-rational point
(see e.g. Lemma 5.1 below for the existence of such a curve). Then [Kim97,
Theorem 1] would imply that there exists an n such that C(Fins) = C(F p−n

),

hence C(F0,ins) = C(F0,ins) ∩ C(F p−n

) = C(F p−n

0 ), contradicting for example
[Feh10, Corollary 5].

4. The Mordell-Lang Conjecture

The main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is a partial result towards
the general Mordell-Lang conjecture for function fields.

Conjecture 4.1 (General Mordell-Lang conjecture for function fields). Let
K/K0 be an extension of algebraically closed fields, A/K an abelian variety,
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X ⊆ A a subvariety, and Λ ⊆ A(K) a subgroup of finite rank such that Λ ∩
X(K) is Zariski-dense in X. Then X is K/K0-special.

A slightly weaker result was proven by Hrushovski in [Hru96], where the
condition that Λ has finite rank is replaced by the stronger condition that
Λ⊗Z(p) is a finitely generated Z(p)-module, where p is the characteristic of K.
In [GM06], Ghioca and Moosa use work of Scanlon and the theory of generic

difference fields to reduce the general Mordell-Lang conjecture to the special
case where Λ ⊆ A(Fins) for some finitely generated field F . This reduction also
works if on both sides one adds the condition that X is a curve. The following
result is a slight generalization of [GM06, Corollary 2.6]:

Proposition 4.2. Let K be an algebraically closed field of positive character-
istic p, and let K0 = F̃p. Let A/K be an abelian variety, C a subcurve of A,
and Λ ⊆ A(K) a subgroup of finite rank. If Λ ∩ C(K) is infinite, then the
absolute genus of C is 1 or C is K/K0-isotrivial, i.e. C is K/K0-special.

Proof. First of all, A and C are defined over a finitely generated subfield F of
K. By the reduction [GM06, Theorem 2.2], we may assume that Λ ⊆ A(Fins).
This implies that C(Fins) is infinite.
Since C is a subcurve of an abelian variety, the absolute genus of C is at

least 1, [Mil86, 3.8]. If the absolute genus of C is 1, then C is K/K0-special
by Proposition 2.5. If the absolute genus of C is at least 2, then C is K/K0-
isotrivial by Theorem 3.1, and hence K/K0-special by Proposition 2.5. �

This proves Theorem 1.2.

Remark 4.3. Proposition 4.2 is stated in [GM06, Corollary 2.6] in the special
case A = JC. The proof there builds on [Kim97, Theorem 1], cf. Remark 3.2.

5. Proof of Theorem 1.1

The idea of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is to construct a curve on A that is
non-special and has a smooth F -rational point. To achieve this, we ‘lift’ a
non-isotrivial curve from A2 to A.

Lemma 5.1. If F/F0 is a transcendental field extension, then there exists a
smooth F -curve C of absolute genus at least 2 with C(F ) 6= ∅ such that C is
not F̃ /F̃0-isotrivial.

Proof. Let t ∈ F r F̃0. First assume that char(F ) 6= 2. Let

E : y2 = f(x) = (x− 1)(x+ 1)(x− t2)

be the elliptic curve over F with j-invariant

j(E) =
(16t4 + 48)3

64t8 − 128t4 + 64
.

Since j(E) ∈ F r F̃0, it follows that E is not F̃ /F̃0-isotrivial. The map (x, y) 7→
(x2, y) defines a separable morphism from the curve

C : y2 = f(x2)
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to E which is ramified over (0, t) ∈ E(F ). Therefore, C is a smooth F -curve
of absolute genus at least 2 by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, and C(F ) 6= ∅.
By Lemma 2.3, C is not F̃ /F̃0-isotrivial.
If char(F ) = 2, we can proceed similarly and let E : y2 + xy = f(x) =

x3 + tx + 1 be the elliptic curve with j-invariant j(E) = (t2 + 1)−1. The map
(x, y) 7→ (x3, y) defines a separable morphism from the curve C : y2 + x3y =
f(x3) to E that is ramified over (0, 1) ∈ E(F ). �

Lemma 5.2. Let F be a field. Let X be an F -variety of dimension n and Y
an F -variety of dimension m < n. Let x ∈ X(F ) be a smooth point of X and
let y ∈ Y (F ) a smooth point of Y . Then there exists an F -subvariety V ⊆ X
of dimension dim(V ) = m such that x is a smooth point of V , and a dominant
F -rational map V 99K Y mapping x to y.

Proof. There exists a smooth open neighbourhood Y ′ of y in Y and an étale
morphism f : Y ′ → Am, see [GD67, 17.11.4]. By [Mil80, I.3.14] this mor-
phism f is locally standard étale. Hence, after replacing Y ′ by a smaller
open neighbourhood of y if necessary, there exists an affine open subscheme
U = Spec(R) ⊆ Am such that f(Y ′) ⊆ U and f |Y ′ → U is standard étale, i.e.
such that there exist a polynomial Q ∈ R[T ] and a U -isomorphism of Y ′ with
an open subscheme of Spec(R[T ]/(Q)). In particular there exists an immersion

i : Y ′ → Spec(R[T ]) = U × A1 → Am+1 → An.

There exists a smooth open neighbourhoodX ′ of x inX and an étale morphism
g : X ′ → An, again by [GD67, 17.11.4], and we can assume that g(x) = i(y).
We form the fibre product Z = X ′ ×An,g,i Y

′ = g−1(Y ′) and consider the
diagram

Z
j✲ X ′ ⊂ X

Y ⊃ Y ′

p

❄
i✲ An.

g

❄

The projection p is étale, Y ′ is smooth and dim(Y ′) = m. Hence Z is smooth
of dimension m. Furthermore j is an immersion. Hence we can identify Z
with a closed subscheme of an open subscheme X ′′ of X ′. We have x ∈ Z(F ).
Let Z0 be the connected component of Z passing through x and let V be the
closure of Z0 in X (with the reduced induced subscheme structure). Then Z0

is smooth and connected and Z0(F ) 6= ∅, hence it is geometrically integral,
so also V is geometrically integral, see [GD65, 4.6.3]. Hence V is a subvariety
of X with dim(V ) = m. Finally the étale morphism p|Z0 → Y ′ induces a
dominant rational map V 99K Y mapping x to y. �

Theorem 5.3. Let F1 be a field which is not algebraic over a finite field, and
let A/F1 be a non-zero abelian variety. Then there exists a smooth F1-curve
CA with CA(F1) 6= ∅ and the following property: If F is an extension of F1

with |CA(F )| = ∞, then the rank of A(F ) is infinite.
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Proof. Replace A by A × A to assume without loss of generality that A is of
dimension at least 2. Take any smooth F1-curve C of absolute genus at least
2 with C(F1) 6= ∅. By Lemma 5.2 there exist an F1-curve D ⊆ A with a
dominant F1-rational map ϕ : D 99K C such that D has a smooth F1-rational
point. By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, D is of absolute genus at least 2.
If F1 is of characteristic zero and F is an extension of F1 with |D(F )| = ∞,

then the Mordell-Lang conjecture in characteristic zero implies that the rank
of A(F ) is infinite, cf. [FP10, Theorem 2.6(a)].

If F1 is of characteristic p > 0, then K1 = F̃1 is transcendental over K0 = F̃p

and so we can choose the curve C to be not K1/K0-isotrivial, see Lemma 5.1,
and then also D is not K1/K0-isotrivial by Lemma 2.3. If F is an extension

of F1 with |D(F )| = ∞, let K = F̃ and Λ = A(F ), and suppose that the rank
of Λ is finite. Since Λ ∩D(K) = D(F ) is infinite and the absolute genus of D
is at least 2, Proposition 4.2 implies that D is K/K0-isotrivial, and so Lemma
2.4 implies that D is K1/K0-isotrivial, a contradiction. Thus the rank of A(F )
must be infinite.
Therefore, in both casesD contains a smooth open subcurve CA that satisfies

the requirements. �

Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.3 for F1 = F , since
if F is ample, then |CA(F )| = ∞.

6. Corollaries and Applications

6.1. Uncountable rank. It turns out that in the situation of Theorem 1.1,
not only is the rank of A(F ) infinite, but it is as large as possible.

Corollary 6.1. Let F be an ample field that is not algebraic over a finite field
and let A/F be a non-zero abelian variety. Then the rank of A(F ) equals the
cardinality of F .

Proof. If F is countable, then the claim follows from Theorem 1.1. If F is un-
countable, then |A(F )| = |F | by [Har09, Prop. 3.3]. Since Ator(F̃ ) is countable,
this implies that A(F )⊗Q cannot have a basis of less than |F | elements. �

6.2. Large extensions of Hilbertian fields. In [Pet06, Theorem 1.4], the
second author generalizes [FJ74, Theorem 9.1] from finitely generated fields
to arbitrary Hilbertian fields. This generalization also follows easily from our
results. In the following, almost all is to be understood in the sense of Haar
measure, and for an e-tuple σ ∈ Gal(F )e, where Gal(F ) = Aut(Fsep/F ) is
the absolute Galois group of F , Fsep(σ) is the fixed field in Fsep of the group
generated by σ1, . . . , σe.

Corollary 6.2. If F is a Hilbertian field, A/F a non-zero abelian variety,
and e a non-negative integer, then A(Fsep(σ)) has infinite rank for almost all
σ ∈ Gal(F )e.

Proof. Let CA be the F -curve associated to A by Theorem 5.3. Since F is
Hilbertian, there exists a linearly disjoint sequence F1, F2, . . . of extensions of
F of fixed degree d such that CA(Fi)rCA(F ) 6= ∅ for all i, cf. [FJ08, Proof
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of Theorem 18.6.1, Part A]. By Borel-Cantelli, the set of σ ∈ Gal(F )e for
which Fsep(σ) contains infinitely many of the Fi has measure one, cf. [FJ08,
18.5.3(b)]. For those σ we have that |CA(Fsep(σ))| = ∞, and hence that the
rank of A(Fsep(σ)) is infinite by Theorem 5.3. �

We do not know if almost all Fsep(σ) are ample if F is not countable, there-
fore we had to apply Theorem 5.3, and not Theorem 1.1 directly.

6.3. Fields of totally S-adic numbers. We give a simplified proof and a
generalization of [FP10, Theorem 1.3]. If S is a finite set of local primes of a
field F (see [FP10, p.2]), the field Ftot,S of totally S-adic numbers over F
is defined as the maximal Galois extension of F contained in all completions
F̂p, p ∈ S. For σ ∈ Gal(F )e, let Fsep[σ] be the maximal Galois extension of F
in the fixed field Fsep(σ).

Corollary 6.3. Let F be a countable Hilbertian field, S a finite set of local
primes of F , and e a non-negative integer. If A/F is a non-zero abelian variety,
then A(Ftot,S ∩ Fsep[σ]) has infinite rank for almost all σ ∈ Gal(F )e.

Proof. Geyer and Jarden prove in [GJ02] that the field Ftot,S ∩Fsep[σ] is ample
for almost all σ ∈ Gal(F )e. Hence, Theorem 1.1 implies the claim. �

This also generalizes [FJ74, Theorem 2.1], [GJ06, Theorem B], and a special
case of [Pet06, Theorem A.1].

6.4. Larsen’s conjecture. Our last application of Theorem 1.1 is a condi-
tional result. Among the numerous conjectures about which fields are ample,
the following conjecture (see e.g. [JK10], [BSF12, §4.2]) is particularly inter-
esting for the questions considered in this work.

Conjecture 6.4 (Koenigsmann). If F is an infinite field with finitely generated
absolute Galois group, then F is ample.

One of the consequences of Theorem 1.1 is that a proof of Conjecture 6.4
would immediately prove the following conjecture of Larsen, see [Lar03, Ques-
tion 1], [Im06], [IL08], [IL19].

Conjecture 6.5 (Larsen). Let F be an infinite finitely generated field, A/F a
non-zero abelian variety, and e a non-negative integer. Then A(Fsep(σ)) has
infinite rank for all σ ∈ Gal(F )e.

Corollary 6.6. Conjecture 6.4 implies Conjecture 6.5.

Proof. The absolute Galois group of Fsep(σ) is generated by σ, and hence is
finitely generated. Therefore, Theorem 1.1 implies the claim. �
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